
Departmental & Curriculum Issues 
• Curriculum changes must be endorsed by full-time faculty members.  
• Increase interdepartmental projects. 
• Student advisement and student educational planning need to be improved in the ADGA 

department.  The department is not keeping up with design and technology trends in the  
 degree curriculum or educational offerings.  We have a massive problem with lack of CLT support.   
 By the end of every semester, at least 5 out of 18 computers in the labs are not functioning.  We  
 have no printing resources for our design students.  The full-time professors spend most of their  

time fixing problems with labs/software and curriculum/advisement issues.  There is no time for  
professional development, even during the winter and summer breaks. 

• Note, that adjunct assistant professor, my primary function is to teach.  However, this Dept. HM 
encourages all faculty to participate.  It is great program.  Best way to improve is to increase 
courses and faculty, but not possible due to budget constraints.  I love teaching here. 

• Have a better way of assessing chairs and moving quickly to assist them in providing appropriate 
services to faculty and students.  Or, if the chair is incompetent, to move to replace them if they are 
unable to become better within a reasonable period of time. 

• Each career department should have a person with released time dedicated to job placement. 
• In my department there needs to be better communication from the administrators to the part time 

adjuncts.  The department also needs to train the CTL's in computer technology so that the CTL's 
can troubleshoot the computers and printers in the classroom and laboratory. 

• In our department, a solid core of faculty, works very, very hard.  This includes tenured and non-
tenured, but there are several tenured people who refuse to participate in anything.  It is left to the 
rest of us to take up the slack.  One individual not only refuses to attend anything, but demands that 
anything done by others be re-done.  Our acting Dean, Pamela Brown has worked hard to solve 
problems, to listen with an open mind and to introduce innovative approaches.  Dean Brown has 
done much to clarify exactly what the school expects from each of us and I never mind putting in 
extra time, if she requires it.  Dean Brown is reasonable and fair and has given me a sense of 
security and fair play.  I do hope that she will continue in her present position.  I feel that most of our 
department is willing to fight hard to give our students all that they deserve.  Fixing our dismal 
classrooms will go far in improving the morale of everyone here.  Clearly, we need the resources for 
more faculty-student mentoring - too many of our kids seem adrift.  I would wish for a faculty policy  

 concerning our expectations of every student's behavior while on campus.  I feel that our  
 expectations are far too low.     

 
Mission/Governance  

• Recruitment activities (SDS) should be tailored to the needs of specific departments, rather than 
being general ads for the entire college.     

• I think having less class size would increase teaching quality (each student would get more 
attention) in class and it would provide more time for instructors for professional development (due 
to less grading). 

• Reduce teaching load. 
• There is a true need for shared governance not just lip service. Also funds should be directed to 

direct classroom support not some other pet project or CUNY imitative. 
• We need to attract better students. The level of the majority of the students is inadequate, it makes 

teaching very difficult and ineffective 
• Evaluate its mission. 
• City Tech can work harder to be sure that CUNY continues to implement a kind of historic Jim Crow-

style per capita (de-)funding at City Tech, one that keeps the college impoverished as CUNY triages 
its limited resources on behalf of flagship campuses and programs that do not enroll such large 
numbers of minority group members.  In much the same way that eyes must be kept cast 



downward, bowing and scraping in the old Jim Crow south, City Tech must help CUNY expedite its 
long-term defunding by learning to stay in its place. 

• Put advertisements in papers such as the NY times, wall street journal etc to tap into a larger pool of 
students. In some of my upper level courses there has been a steady increase in permit students 
who are learning about our challenging applied mathematics courses. 

• Streamline the bureaucracy across the institution, change the IT department to an academic 
computing department.  Hire a VP of marketing for the university to position/brand us in the city. 

• More effective mentoring activities.  Do no assume that every new faculty comes from New York 
area.   

• Central advisory board. 
• Engage in real shared governance.  Our administration doesn't give a damn about faculty input. 
• Better marketing and promotional activities.  
• Rethink college council: from my experiences elsewhere, this college council is a waste of time, 

nothing of importance is done.  Many committees dominated by personal agendas and faculty need 
for ""time service"" as if it was real service to college. 

• City Tech needs to approve funding and reimburse professional activities more efficiently.  I 
attended a workshop last summer.  While PDAC and the dean have agreed to cover portions of the 
cost, I have yet to receive reimbursement.  This is very discouraging as I have footed the cost of 
over $1000 for over six months. 

• Change the mission of the college to a focus on student learning of the average and under prepared 
students with potential, and less on the ""excellent"" students, since there is limited resources.   

• Junk the college council.  Improve communications across the board.  Decrease and rationalize 
"release time" and expect real productive service of senior faculty.  Create physical spaces where 
faculty can meet and/or socialize.  Encourage cross-dept. collaboration.  Offer more cultural events 
for students and faculty.  Rationalize pre- and co requisites.  Beef up gen ed.        

 
College-Wide Issues (Integrity, Facilities, Information Sharing)  

• Encourage the University to set standards for admission that are high enough to permit most of our 
students to graduate. 

• We should not admit students whom we cannot educate up to the level needed to succeed in a 
degree program - given current limits on college resources, on number of semesters allowed in 
developmental courses, and on number of credits required to get financial aid.  Also, the college 
should not exempt students with certain Regents or SAT scores, or with degrees from abroad, for 
example, from passing the reading and writing ACT exams.  Such students struggle and often fail in 
credit classes.  The ACT itself is not a fine enough screen in English or ESL.  Students manage to 
squeak through the ACTs after several attempts and "immersion" programs, and still are not able to 
pass introductory courses.  In the meantime they may have invested a year or more of their time 
and our resources in what appears to them, ultimately, as a scam.  And maybe it is.  The adjunct 
faculty to FT ratio is still a disgrace.  Adjuncts cannot be expected to do the advisement, curriculum 
development, and just plain scut work that FT people do, and there simply aren't enough FT people, 
even now.  To improve, the college needs more FT lines, more ESL and developmental classes, 
more tutoring and remedial labs, in short, more $.  We should shrink our student population to 
accommodate our existing resources or expand our resources to accommodate the existing student 
population.  Apparently, neither of these is an option, and this reality is an oppressive shadow over 
our work. 

• There must be a more stringent screening process for students.  Some students lack basic writing 
and math skills.  There must be an increase in standards for acceptance in the college.   

• Redesign the college catalog and website to make degree requirements and course listings more 
accessible. 

• Develop a clear and focused general education program; at present, the general education 
requirements are difficult to determine and awkward to apply. 



• Increase our emphasis on improving literacy skills, oral and written, given the diversity of our 
population.  Expand freshman composition course to one year.  Mandate Voice and Diction courses 
for all students.  Make all speech courses writing-intensive.  Expand WAC and SAC (Speaking 
Across the Curriculum) initiatives.  Graduates should leave us with sophisticated communication 
skills and superior critical thinking skills. 

• Focus on evaluation of student learning and evaluation of teaching effectiveness based on student 
outcome.  More faculty time for mentoring, student academic and career counseling.  Faculty 
promotion based on student success/outcome and not just on research or publications. 

• City Tech must enforce basic prerequisites for all departments before sending students to upper 
level courses.  Top notch universities would never let such students enter upper level courses 
unless they meet the minimum prerequisites for advanced classes. 

• There is a lack of community with both students and faculty.  This may result from lack of space at 
the college.  Some efforts have been made to showcase faculty work.  Communication from 
administrative can be improved, e.g. construction projects updates.  Health and safety.  A strategic 
plan on technology upgrades to meet both faculty and student needs.  More electricity to support 
laptop use around the college.  More smart classrooms, more computers for students (email 
stations, etc in the Atrium).  An accounting to the community on how tech fee monies are being 
appropriated. 

• I believe that City Tech needs to support its faculty by hiring more full-time faculty in departments 
that have increased their enrollment.  Studies are showing that there is a higher retention rate and 
graduation rate with more, rather than less, full time faculty. 

• Create better communication between academic and administrative areas.  Provide a better 
mechanism for correct placement of students into appropriate degree programs.  Instill quicker and  

 more transparent movement of purchase requests, as well as timely release of funds.  
• The number of full-time faculty lines is disproportional to the number of adjuncts. While the adjuncts 

have expertise in their subject area, they share no responsibility for the multiple responsibilities of 
advising, counseling and tutoring the same students.  This all falls on the full-time faculty.  The 
physical plant has shown improvement over the past 18 months but greater emphasis on the 
workplace environment needs to be addressed.  The morale of the faculty is greatly influenced by 
the conditions of their workplace, where the majority of their weeks are spent. The faculty office 
space is inadequate, especially for counseling students. There is little space that provides privacy. 
The classrooms are in disarray many days, with floors that are not clean and desks that are all 
mismatched and thrown together. Blackboards are in very poor condition and often left non-erased, 
even for a first period class on a Monday morning. This is not only a B & G problem but also a lack 
of responsibility and respect shown by faculty towards other faculty who have to use the same 
space. There needs to be addressed a set of common courtesies for faculty.   The student lounge 
for students is too close to classroom areas and the noise interferes with ongoing classes. The 
lounge needs an air filtering system.  The lack of funding for professional development is a major 
concern, as notices of valuable conferences are thrown away because the cost factor is too great 
(especially on our salaries) and the departmental travel budget is practically non-existent.  The 
equation for the ratio of students:CLTs needs to be addressed in respect to the CLTs job 
responsibilities.  The job of advising students is monumental, but could be eased by internal 
systems that function in an up-to-date manner. Degree works is often wrong and needs to be 
clarified. Faculty load for advisement grows each semester, but often the same student returns more 
than once because they are unable to register for the courses advised because a ""does not meet 
the pre-req"" screen appears, but on paper the student has the required course(s).   The college 
could do more to foster sharing of teaching strategies. Years ago, a ""lunch-n-learn"" program was 
instituted and should be revisited on the common time of Thurs. during student activity hour.  Thank 
you for your effort to gain feedback, both through the survey and providing the space for personal 
comments.  

• Continue to hire more full-time faculty. 



• Establish an internship program at the college.  Centralize it for all majors so that it has the 
exposure to offer high quality jobs and be supervised by a professional staff.  Offer an online degree 
program for the college.  Have classes meet 1 day a week instead of splitting the course into 2 days.     
Hire more full time faculty.  Make the physical plant safer and environmentally better.  Offer more 
weekend and Summer Classes.     

• Keep improving quality of education and faculty.  Encourage faculty who expect more from their 
students. 

• Leadership's vision has not been communicated to date (other than building ideas.)  Set and 
communicate a realistic target number of students that can fit in the current facilities - 13,000 plus is 
too much to adequately service w/current facilities and faculty staffing and CLT structure and  

 equipment; develop a systems approach to advisement and admissions; have a coordinated faculty  
 development program for new faculty: including classroom delivery of instruction (integrative and  
 reflective learning); ask the BIG PICTURE questions: international students and faculty needs; our  
 place in the community; how to create a HAVE experience in a public funded college; earmarking  
 budget $ to reflect the needs of faculty, students and staff-health, safety and GREEN  or sustainable  
 sites; developing cultural competencies and using our diversity to inform our work with the  
 community, faculty and students;  inviting alumni to be more visible in their participation in the  
 curriculum (guest speakers; etc. and honor them ... founders day; etc. 
• Provide a better, more open budget process.  It has improved somewhat in the past several months, 

but many of us feel it is still not transparent enough, and the departments have difficult time getting 
the adequate resources to function at their best.   Better facilities will be helpful in improving student 
and faculty morale.  Our classroom and staffing needs have not been fully met yet.  

• Rigor and minimum standards of academic programs can be improved.  For example, students who 
study science or engineering and are required to take calculus should not be allowed to take non-
calculus based physics.  Final exams should be scheduled to allow for a short study break a three-
hour final exam to allow students time to show what they have mastered.  There should be more 
inter-departmental interaction on the examples used in core courses so that students in programs 
from the School of Technology and Design or the School of Professional studies can see how their 
arts and science courses inform the studies in their major.  This could be done through learning 
communities with special sections devoted to a certain major.  Student advisement can be 
improved.  Students should have a realistic view of what will be possible for them after they obtain a 
degree, and how many hours they need to spend studying each day in order to earn it.  They should 
be advised not to leave gaps of a semester or more between taking a course and the next one in a 
sequence.   

• The college must place the needs of students above all other goals.  Our curriculum should be more 
rigorous so students will be better prepared for work and life or at least, give them the skills to pass 
the CPE.  There is presently little or no oversight of teaching and courses.  The emphasis seems to 
be on getting students in and out of school as fast as possible.  On bad days, I think the chief 
concern of the administration is collecting tuition checks, not providing a quality education - or even 
the bare minimum.  The culture of the college has corrupted to the point where many tenured faculty 
seemed more concerned with receiving release time and teaching overloads (sometime while 
receiving release time!!) than spending time doing research and improving their teaching.  City Tech 
would do well to lobby for early retirement and more oversight - (i.e. making sure professors and 
adjuncts actually show up to class, take attendance, provide some fair assessment of student 
performance.)  The poor condition of our buildings and classrooms also add to the general malaise 
at City Tech.  The physical surroundings give the overall impression of neglect and that our students 
- largely working class and minority - are less deserving of a first class education than more 
privileged students in the CUNY system.    

• The college must pay attention to course pre-requisites and enforce it strictly. There must be an 
effort to evaluate the performance of the students at lower level courses. The level of expectation 



from students is so low in the lower level courses, in effect all the upper level courses become 
remedial and hence ineffective. 

• City Tech needs to provide a community for students.  The President and the Administrative staff 
need to be known to the students.  Further, providing students with real job opportunities through 
the work of job developers is an important addition for potential graduates and alumni.  Classrooms 
need to be comfortable - heated in the winter and appropriately cooled in the summer.  The physical 
plant, especially the bathrooms are desperately in need of attention.  If we want students to be 
proud of the institution, we need to make it something that they want to come to.  

• For each discipline or groups of disciplines, provide computer support and "no students allowed" 
space with computers and whiteboards to encourage collaboration among faculty.  Provide 
adequate office space for faculty.  Cap class size at 24 for all courses.  Require students to bring 
laptops with minimal resource requirements to all classes.  Provide all classrooms with ceiling-
mounted projectors and require faculty to use technology at least once for each class as a 
demonstration and at least once in each class as a "hands-on" activity among students. 

• As the college aims to grow and expand there are certain departments, especially in the liberal arts, 
that are not very well developed.  The department of social sciences could clearly benefit from a 
restructuring.  Expectations that faculty be present four days a week are unrealistic given the poor 
quality of office resources.  There are full-time faculty that do not even have their own desk.  If we 
expect faculty to engage in research activities above and beyond teaching responsibilities, the 
resources to do so should be provided.  For a technology college, the technology available to faculty 
in extremely antiquated.  

• Rigorous entrance examination for new students    Allow the industry/market more saying in 
curriculum design. 

• The college must be willing to think and teach out of the box.  We can no longer expect to educate, 
retain and graduate well rounded, engaged citizens and workers if we continue to believe that a 
strong liberal arts/general education curriculum can be folded into professional/technological 
degrees. Sixty credits is not able to answer the needs of the college or the city.  With the under 
prepared student body we have we must stop worrying about how to cram everything into a 
minimum of credit hours.  Students do not seem to mind the extra commitment to education, why do 
we? 

• Create ability for students and faculty to access software from remote off-campus locations. 
• Provide workshops how to use modern software and hardware technologies to class. 
• Need to get better at communicating information to students.  All faculty need to be computer 

literate.  My time release for faculty to do important things, like curriculum development. 
• Allow our Intro to College course (AA101) to be required for all Freshman students, or at least be 

TAP eligible (included as a general education/ core curriculum course). 
• The paper work is overwhelming. Student writing skills are way below what a college student's 

should be. 
• Assign each student, who has completed the basic requirement, a specific advisor in their major 

department.   
• 1. Require that all students take a counseling course their first semester to orient them to serious 

work in college and teach them to do well in college courses.  2. Create a culture of reading and 
critical thinking and an intellectual work ethic through imaginative new college-wide programs.  3. 
Increase opportunities for faculty to work on major research projects through release time.  4. 
Reduce pressure on faculty to do college committee work.  5. Encourage students to limit the 
number of courses they register for per semester, because many students overload their combined 
work and course schedules.  6. Develop programs to emphasize the importance and value of 
college extracurricular programs.  7. Develop more scholarship funding so that students can reduce 
their hours at their jobs. 

 



• Improve student advisement.  Better communication between students/faculty/administration.  
Smaller class sizes.  Expand learning center facilities.  Higher academic standards.  Hire more full 
time faculty.  Upgrade support services   

• Communicate better with faculty and students about developments, expectations, and available 
services.   

• 1. Advising students: There is a gap between departments and a student centers in Namm Building.  
2. Introducing new technology in college life quickly: The college website should be interactive; 
students should be able to make virtual tours around the college and a department; blackboard (or 
any other on-line teaching tools) must be simple and easy accessible; faculty should be able to have 
access to their office computers and college network directly, not only through a web interface; and 
faculty and students should have an ability to work with computer-based applications off campus. 

• Providing private office spaces is very important, it is absolutely impossible to do any work in my 
office, especially research! 

• Provide more adequate office space.  Provide more money for conferences. The current 
reimbursement policy is inadequate. 

• Keep the library open on Sundays.  Keep faculty computers maintained and reflective of current 
technology.   

• Improve facilities, develop more and better labs, encourage active working relationships with 
colleagues in other schools. 

• More smart rooms. 
• Update and clean the labs and change the curriculum slightly to reflect today's issues. 
• Labs are ill-equipped and rarely are all the required materials out and available.  What is available is 

old and in need of repair.   
• Clean the building as well as the third floor. 
• Improvements need to be made in its building management (awful to no facade, elevators, HVAC, 

desks - inappropriate for laptop use for both teachers and students, cafeteria food, improve offerings 
in snack and beverage machines (make healthy choices available).  Evening students have little 
access to bookstore, library. 

• Faculty must be shown more respect by providing especially in providing equal office space.  The 
faculty in the general education areas have considerable more office space than our department.  
The student cannot be properly advised - students must stand during advisement or meeting with 
faculty for other reasons because there is no room to put a chair for the student.  The students 
cannot share concerns (not understanding course material, etc.) since the faculty is packed in an 
office and there is absolutely no privacy.  I must interact with students outside of the classroom for 
placement in an internship site, it is very difficult to have a private conversation with any student.  
This is important especially when I need to meet with a student to discuss negative evaluation from 
the internship supervisor.  HELP! 

• My biggest frustration is the lack of funding for supplies and maintenance of labs.  I teach several 
fabrication classes and we are consistently getting materials either late or not at all.  Funding and 
CLT time for maintaining labs is very scarce, which directly impacts the quality of the lab work 
students are able to do.  The purchasing system is so slow as to be unworkable in my opinion, so I 
end up buying supplies out of my own pocket and waiting months for reimbursement.  Departments 
should have control of lab fee budgets (based on enrollment) rather than having to file requests for 
funding which may or may not be granted by the administration.  I understand that this may open up 
the possibility for some waste and abuse, but with good accounting in place I think this would be 
minimal.  I have seen lots of equipment that is unusable due to lack of parts or maintenance being 
thrown out or gathering dust in corners.  

• Provide better services to evening students.  Upgrade the technology infrastructure of the college to 
be commensurate with its "college of technology" status. 



• More office space for both part-time and full-time faculty.  Enforce attendance and punctuality rules 
for students.  Impress on students how much time and energy they should be spending outside of 
class for the courses that they are taking. 

• Assign adjunct faculty to student advisement duties to decrease the burden of this task on FT 
faculty.  

• Faculty need reduced course load, laboratory space, adequate office space (4-5 faculty share an 
office), and support to do research. 

• Registration should be totally electronic.  Updated system for advisement documentation. New 
students need more information re how to administer and  plan their  degree programs and courses. 
Combined majors should be allowed for degrees.  Interdisciplinary course programs should be 
created to model what is happening in the real world. Infrastructure:  HIGH BANDWIDTH internet, 
more wireless areas, environmentally safe and effectively designed computer classrooms, adequate 
electricity and electrical outlets for computer labs. Streamlined curriculum development process.  
New elevators in Nam and Voorhees.  

• Provide a lunchroom where faculty can purchase food and interact with each other. There needs to 
be more interaction between departments.   

• The technology for a school of technology is seriously lagging. 
• Real offices for faculty where we can have a quite work environment.  Clean labs- air conditioning in 

pastry labs- bake shop is a toxic environment and unhealthy.  Better CLT help in the department.  
Proper maintained of pastry and baking lab equipment to keep the Lab up to standards.  Student 
bathrooms are horrid and need renovation.  Consistency with the air system - usually too hot or too 
cold - Labs and Dining Room - Often NO HOT WATER in culinary/pastry labs - Serious health issue.  
The 2nd floor of Namm needs attention - Over heated labs create unsafe working conditions for both 
the students and faculty. 

• Improve the physical plant: repair building exteriors; install smart classrooms; repair toilets; repair 
leaking roofs; replace broken glass in the Atrium building; make known plans for replacement or 
renewal of science laboratory spaces.  Remove the scaffolding that has surrounded the buildings 
since 2001.  The College's inability to repair broken windows in a timely manner is inexcusable.   

• Improve facilities and dialogue with faculty. 
• Reduce class size to increase student-faculty contact; provide basic resources such as paper, 

copiers, and so forth; improve the appearance of the physical plant; upgrade faculty computers; 
have a 24 hour student computer lab; provide adequate office space, storage space, and lab space.  

• To start, provide state of the art classrooms and offices for faculty. Our classrooms are deplorable 
and faculty must work with old computers and equipment.  

• The facilities of City Tech are in disrepair.  The roof leaks constantly in our labs, heat is blasted into 
some rooms, creating an impossible teaching atmosphere.  These problems are never addresses 
when brought up by faculty or the chairperson.  The stairwells have not been painted in at least a 
decade, making them look horrible.  Without a clean facility, students and staff won't show the 
school the respect it deserves.  Another huge problem is that it is now December, and our school 
has not released any money for our department to buy supplies with for the semester that ends in 
two weeks.  We never know the exact dollar amount we are getting from year-to-year, and when we 
are told an amount, we never get the whole thing.  It's impossible to function this way.  Another 
problem I've heard students complain about is faculty with extremely thick accents teaching courses.  
They quickly lose interest since they can not understand what the professor is saying. 

• I would like to see about 75% financial support to cover for Full-time Faculty to attend National 
meeting in their areas of expertise. Presently the money for these activities is underfunded. I would 
like to see the Blackboard Faculty development courses offered in the month of January in stead of 
during the semester. 

• 1. Major investment needed in IT infrastructure, especially at department level including faculty 
computer replacement on 3 year cycle with software used by faculty installed on their computers.  2. 
New on-line procurement system (EPS) is very helpful, but the budgeting process remains 



problematic. Funding typically provided late in the semester; lag time between initial request and 
funding often results in having to re-write request due to changes in technology or equipment.   3. 
Need to develop freshman year program to increase retention and improve learning environment.   
4. Need to review CORE curriculum. Greater flexibility needed.  5. Promote culture of teaching for 
new faculty by creating professional development modules in curriculum, pedagogy and assessment 
and the teaching portfolio.  6. Invest in professionally designed college-wide signage/maps/banners.  
7. Re-design website ASAP.  

• Too much work, esp, on committees.  The work seems like pointless make-work.  I'm burned out in 
my 4th year and don't have enough time for research.  Teaching is at the bottom of my priority list 
and that is a shame.  Classes are too large and there is not enough SUPPORT for teaching at this 
college (it is even difficult to copy materials for your class on a copy machine -15 copy minimum and 
our classes have 40 !!!!!!!).  Offices are crowded, noisy and filthy in Namm.  The school is super-
disorganized; everything is a hassle.  Among junior faculty I speak with, it seems there is a lot of 
frustration despite the new administration (the place hasn't changed much in 4 years at all.   

• 1) The college has a relatively large number of adjunct instructors who are not fully aware of the 
institutional changes/priorities.  Given their significant influence on students' learning process, the 
college should create mechanisms to better involve and inform the adjuncts about its goals and 
priorities.  2) All faculty using instructional technology (hybrid or web-enhanced courses) should be 
assigned to ""smart"" classrooms.  While faculty are encouraged to use instructional technology, the 
actual classroom experience is discouraging (problems with access to adequate 
equipment/resources). 

• Improve the communication and technology in the classrooms for and between faculty and students. 
Renovate every classroom for sound quality so students can hear. Help the faculty evaluate the 
delivery systems they choose to teach with and help chairs understand the importance of 
department wide improvement. Paint the hallways and stairwells every two years. Make the 
We/They talk between the faculty and administration a thing of the past (a need to reach out to the 
faculty and staff to draw them into discussions and own the results will help). Develop a clear outline 
of how decisions are made at the college, who makes them, and how anyone with a good idea can 
have input into the process. Develop more opportunities for faculty, staff, and students to meet 
outside of class in extra-curricular activities." 

• "more communication among those teaching, enlarge facilities, provide current printing facilities for 
the students. Provide a permanent studio space for the design courses. provide more computer stations, at 
least one per room. each term provide a reminder of the academic standards and goals of the school.  
thank you  " 
• "First, facilities and labs need to be upgraded and improved. Leaks in ceiling, tiles out and all sorts 
of other problems abound. Computer systems need to be upgraded. We are a technology college but the 
wiring and other facility issues preclude state of the art technology in my field.     Also, college is very 
disorganized--planning for many events is very last minute and ad hoc.     The college relies far too heavily 
on adjuncts to do the classes and so many of the survey questions the answers were disagree because it 
is hard to control quality when so much of the staff is not full-time. One always needs some faculty to be 
working in industry, especially at school of technology but the balance at this college is way off and the 
quality of the student's education suffers as a result.     Also, I disagreed with the statement regarding 
faculty improvement as a result of observation since once a professor is tenured they are not observed as 
much and it seems to me that many professors in various fields have been here a very long time and have 
not kept up with the changing technology as necessary in different fields. Also, there needs to be more 
consistency in what different instructors are teaching in sections of the same course but while this need is 
recognized, it is difficult to implement because of the number of adjuncts.    With the new administration, 
one does see changes being made that are improvements to the college--facilities are being upgrading but 
there is much more that needs to be done and when I was a new faculty member, it took me a long time to 
figure how to get involved to make a difference. There was, I understood, a college-wide mentor program 
but my mentor never contacted me and there was very little support for ""learning the ropes""-- one had to 
figure out how to connect with resources such as the learning center or get information about grant writing, 



etc. With the exception of other new faculty, faculty members within the department did not offer this kind 
of mentoring and the new faculty members did not have all the information so it was a very difficult process 
getting acclimatized to the college and its institutional procedures. This is learning that it still happening.     
Many faculty development sessions were held on department meeting times or given such last minute 
notice as to be impractical for all but those who live in Brooklyn and have no responsibilities other than 
their job.     The instructional technology department and the e-portfolio initiative are examples of two 
programs that are well administered. Also, the writing and reading across the curriculum programs are 
excellent, though they need more notice about their workshops.     When it comes to equipment/facilities 
support for faculty, it is very poor in my department at the college.  The college does not provide all faculty 
members with the appropriate computer and no funds for software for faculty offices. In fact, the college 
often doesn't adequate or ANY office space for its professors.     The one saving grace at this college is 
helping students from such economically disadvantaged backgrounds get an education. And while the 
college is not living up its name as a College of Technology--at least as it would be defined in 2006, 
learning is happening here and students who are willing to work hard can get a good education despite the 
many challenges. " 
• "I attempted to write in the box above and I was cut off and thanked for my submission. I would like 
to continue. The student faculty ratio is way off and out of compliance with state and other regulatory 
agencies. The ratio of full time to adjuncts is also out of control and getting worse. Office space is not 
conducive to student advisement, no privacy. I look forward to a better arrangement with the move to the 
other side.  Some departments do not get adequate exposure for hiring faculty when an ad is placed in the 
NY Times. The slow pace by HR? with the hiring process has resulted in loss of potential new faculty. Why 
does it take so long to get CPE results? Is there a better testing procedure with timely results? Please 
listen. " 
• "Improve the poor physical facility and evenly distribute office space.  Voorhees is a monument to 
wasted and poorly used space.  Discard all old, outdated equipment materials; cut the excess office space 
of some;(eliminate retired people's office space) and evenly distribute.  Make an attempt to clean and 
supply the faculty rest rooms on other than the third floor"  
• We need improved facilities to communicate to faculty and students that the college is valued and is 
valuable.  We need more release time to work on professional development.  We need more 
communication from administration about issues that affect both faculty and students-like the ongoing 
construction.  Information about health and safety is withheld from the college community.  We need an 
expanded Learning Center. 
• "1. The college is suffering because of a lack of computer support.  Provide non-teaching technical 
personnel at all levels of the college, particularly in the departments.  2. Provide growing departments with 
the classroom, office space, and labs they need.  3.  Provide the computer, networking and technical 
support needed to run technical programs.  4.  Provide a transparent budget process so that departmental 
needs can be effectively met in a fair and timely manner.  5.  The college demands that faculty pursue their 
research and professional development tracks to bring us in line with other 4 year institutions.  On the other 
hand, the college has not eased the time-consuming demands it had set in place for faculty when it was a 
2-year college. The hours spent in registering students (and coordination with the registrar's office,) 
programming for each semester, preparing grant documents and purchase orders for new equipment, does 
not leave much time for academic research." 

• Our department is stretched to its limits.  We do not have enough space to run all our classes in the 
appropriate space.  We sometimes run 2 classes in a single room or a design class in the model 
shop - which is half the size of a design classroom.  We do not have proper infrastructure support to 
setup the rooms with overhead projectors, network cabling and electrical work - these requests are 
made and go unanswered for a year or more. 

 
Some of the facilities in my department are in need of upgrading. 
Professional Development/Tenure/Promotion  
• "The process of the promotion is not right. Example, most of the senior faculty in my department 
don't do any department and college service, no research, but they need to review the young and active 



faculty's promotion application. They gave the unusual report, but the college did not correct them. This 
discourages the young faculty members. " 
• Hire more faculty. 
• Stop treating the faculty as objects. 
• I truly enjoy working at City Tech.  The administration and faculty supports creative ideas.   
• Adjuncts need to be integrated into the College.  Adjuncts need to be made aware of all benefits and 
professional development.  Adjuncts need to be given credit for seniority.  Adjuncts need to have more 
permanency. 
• Improve the method of hiring adjuncts.   
• "Adjuncts have no future at City Tech; there is no possibility of ever becoming a full-time employee.   
• "I feel there should be an ""adjustment"" to the tenure process.  This process involves too much 
focus on personal growth.  The first year (or two) should have more focus on learning how to fit  within a 
persons department.  Too many pre tenure Professors tell students"" I cannot see you now, I am too 
busy"". I have even witnessed this in other departments when I have been there speaking to other faculty.  
I think a more collaborative approach for new faculty would be helpful.  " 
• Hire additional staff to share burden of current staff.   Take the time to slowly and completely 
communicate the complicated bureaucracy of system to new hires. 
• 2. More professional development programs to assist new faculty in teaching effectiveness and 
classroom management.  3. Assign adjunct faculty to student advisement duties to decrease the burden of 
this task on f/t faculty.    
 
• "Funds for attending professional conferences and continuing education opportunities are poorly 
funded.  To receive $100.00 toward attending an international professional conference that costs $1700.00 
is unrewarding.     
• Access to technical articles for research. Pay at least the expenses for   conferences specially 
people who present there work. 
• Increase staffing levels to allow current faculty to have  the opportunity to develop 
professionally/conduct research/improve the extra programs for students.    Make sure that faculty are 
given release time when specific projects will require excessive amounts of time outside what may be 
typical service. 
• "Support faculty travel & conference attendance adequately  Meet contract requirements re: office 
space  Provide a clean and healthy environment, even during construction  Limit class size  Allow faculty 
two-day teaching schedules even with 4 classes, like at other senior colleges in the system  Stop piling on 
the totally unnecessary committee work  Make advisement a real process or stop requiring us to do it--not 
just face time and seat time to prove you can force us to be there  Provide computer classrooms that are 
properly equipped, properly maintained, well-ventilated and AVAILABLE  Take faculty professional 
development seriously and give it real support, as in other colleges  Stop favoring the professional and 
technical departments in the budget and line allocation    " 
• Increase Full-time Faculty  Continue to improve facilities  Increase mentoring for new faculty  More 
counseling and help for students to increase retention. Possibly counselors assigned to departments so 
students will seek help early. Better registration procedures.  More faculty development regarding creating 
new curriculum.   
• "value teaching more, especially excellent teaching.....give all faculty appropriate release time for 
research - with four courses it's impossible to do one's own research.  let administration listen to teachers' 
complaints and find solutions. Perhaps provide TA's to help with paper overload and burnout..." 
• "Be more flexible, less boxed in by present categories in the matter of faculty promotions; also in the 
matter of promotions, give greater value to the more significant works that appear in Perspectives.  Too 
often this college has an inferiority complex concerning what is produced inside the college.  If one does 
something that is produced or published outside, that's fine.  The same people can do likewise insider the 
college, and suddenly it has no value. " 
 



• Promote communications between adjunct and full-time instructors.  Require instructors/professors 
to be proficient in English and writing, clear of typos and spelling errors.  Too many documents go to 
students with misspellings and poor grammar.    Develop a better way of evaluating adjunct 
instructors who do not follow a syllabus." 

• 3.  More funds should be provided for faculty professional development.  4.  Relevant professional 
experience in the technical specialty rather than a PhD should be the requirement for teaching in 
career related areas.  5.  For career areas, promotion and tenure should depend on teaching 
excellence, service to the college and field experience -not research and publications which are of 
no benefit to the student.    " 

• More professional development programs to assist new faculty in teaching effectiveness and 
classroom management 


